Quality  Friends
What we liked!

- High-level organization of the meeting
- Exchange of useful experience
- Meaningful and relevant presentations
- PEMPAL motivates reforms
What could be improved

- Not all the participants are active
- Busy agenda
We have encountered...

- Unequal representation of COP members in small groups
- Complicated formulation of questions for discussion in small groups

Efficient knowledge implementation

Advices on efficient learning

www.chelpachenko.ru
Our proposals

- PEMPAL could send information to management on contribution of active participants
- Each country has to share not only successes, but also problems, as well as experience in their solving
- To extend representation of Russia by inviting participants from the regions
- To ensure consistency and continuity in sending participants to our meetings
Oh, Moscow the magnificent,
You’ve opened heart to PEMPAL!
You meet “transparent” friends
And put them up on portals.
Remember Suzdal and Vladimir,
Chiming bells and choir singing.
And the everlasting vision
Of boundless mead rivers flowing.
My dear colleagues treasurers
Stand always side by side
And their head, charming Artyukhin
Inspires them to act real hard.
All this makes the unique team
Keep moving forward never mind,
Having “captured” this year
The entire Social Fund.
At that, the types of institutions
Confuse us just a little for a start
Since they slightly have been moving
The boundaries of treasury apart.
May the stars shine upon you,
May your path be guided by the sun,
And may your genuine hospitality
Extend to all nations and over time.

On behalf of Kyrgyz delegation,
Roza Chokolova